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ABSTRACT
The random key plays a basic role in the design of any cryptographic algorithms. In this paper,
a proposed model for generating a random key is presented, which will be used for security
purposes. Chicken swarm optimization (CSO) and HTML parser are used for scattering the bits
of the key. The statistical tests of randomness have given good and acceptable security results.
The proposed key generation method was programmed by JavaScript language.
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The parser or syntax analyzer takes the input
from the lexical analyzer and check the syntax
by depending on the grammar [6].
HTML code contains tags and attributes that are
used to generate the proposed key in this paper.
Swarm intelligence is a branch of artificial
intelligence that studies the collective behavior
of self-organized systems. The main idea came
for swarm intelligence from the study of the
behavior of animals in nature [7].
Chicken Swarm Optimization (CSO) is one of
the main swarm intelligence. In CSO there are
sundry groups, each group include a dominant
rooster, a couple of hens, and chicks [8]. In this
paper, we will depend on the roosters because
the best chickens would be assumed to be
roosters and it gives the best fitness rather than
the hen or chick.
In this paper a new approach for key generation
that used for security purpose (symmetric key
cryptography) is proposed. The proposed
approach is based on CSO and HTML parser.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
The second section will present the related
works. The third section concerned with
discussing the proposed method.

INTRODUCTION
More technology is developed, so more
necessary security is required. Everyone knows
the dangers of technology that are used by some
people in wrong way [1].
To know what is the key? The key is a set of
random bits; the algorithm uses the key to add
randomization to the encryption process [2]. It's
important to think about how to generate a key
and make it safe from the attacker. Keys must
be created randomly [3]. There are three steps
for creating encryption keys: "Obtain a key
generator object for the algorithm you want to
use, Initialize the key generator, and Ask the
key generator to generate a key or key pair" [4].
Encryption is a process of transforming the data
to another shape, that achieving security by
encoding messages. There are two types of
encryption: Symmetric key cryptography uses
the same key for encryption and decryption.
The second type is use two different keys, one
key used for encryption and another different
key used for decryption known as asymmetric
key cryptography [5].
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Experimentation and results are demonstrated
in section four and the last section provides the
main conclusions.
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THE PROPOSED KEY GENERATION
APPROACH
Figure (1) illustrates the block diagram for the
proposed key generation approach.

RELATED WORK
There have been many researches in the field of
key generation, some of them are:
 In 2013, H. B. Abdul Wahab et at. [9],
proposed an approach to generate key (mask
key) for symmetric cryptography that relied
on combine between the meta-heuristic
algorithms (GRASP and VNS) and the
features of elliptic curve arithmetic, Discrete
Logarithm. This method has yielded good and
effective results.
 In 2015 H. A. Zaki [10], proposed a method
for key generating, It is depends on
fingerprint features to protect the system
from hackers. The proposed technology
consists of two parts, The first part is "the
EPROM memory filled with information of
fingerprint
after
processed
by
the
enhancement, binarization and thinning
operations and then 512 numeric values has
been extracted." and the second part is a set
of linear shift registers.

Figure 1. Block diagram for proposed key generation.

 In 2015 A. K. Abdul Hassan [3], proposed an
approach for key generation based on the
bases of RNA translation to protein chain.
This method has the key size (9, 18, 27, ...)
Where a key chain is generated with an
appropriate length along with the message
length.

The input of this stage is a code of HTML file
(such that the sender and receiver know the
URL of this HTML file) that used to extract the
privet information between the sender and the
receiver, and the output of this stage will be 64
bits that represents the generated key.
The idea of generating the key is based on a
special parser that depends on special rules
about HTML tags arrangements (S is a secret
table that represents the HTML grammar with
its corresponding secret values with range
between 100 and 254, see Table 1). Algorithm
(`1`) represents the main steps of key
generation.
The first step in this algorithm is uploading the
HTML file that can be loaded from any website,
then after extracting the main HTML code there
is a need to normalize this code's letters into
lower case. Tokenization will produce tokens of
HTML code, lexical will make a matching
between these HTML tokens with tags or
attributes that found in the secret table (S), and
the parser will check the pattern of these tags or

 In 2016 J. Zhang et at. [11], proposed an
approach for wireless key generation, where a
comprehensive survey will be conducted for
the principles, performance metrics and key
generation procedure. This method is a
promising
technology
for
sharing
cryptographic keys securely between users
with authority. Emphasis was placed on
techniques of key generation systems.
 In 2019 Wirawan and Suwadi [12] proposed a
method to generating a secret key (SKG)
scheme, where they behave an inquiry on
PHYSEC which utilizes channel exchange in
generating a secret key. Through this
proposed idea, a secret key will be generated
between two users who have authority and do
not need to pass through the information
reconciliation step.
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attributes with the grammar found in table S
and store their indexes in an array (A).
Now there is a need to compute the length of
each specified tags or attributes (Their indexes
found in A), with their indexes and their secret
values (That found in S) in order to use the
modified rooster equation of the CSO.
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Lexical analysis is to read input line in the
HTML code and produce tokens. Lexical
analyzer scans the entire source code of the
program. It identifies each token one by one.
We obtain the next token is a command which
is sent from the parser to the lexical analyzer.
On receiving this command, the lexical
analyzer scans the input until it finds the next
token and it returns the token to Parser. The
parser checks the token.
Then, applies the scattered for the 64 bits. Each
9 bits was scattered by rule (A) is the rule (2, 3,
1). Example to illustrate Scattering bits:

Table 1. secret table (S)
Tags and Attributes
Value
Width
133
Link
220
Align
189
Src
194
Shap
216
body
111
:
:
:
:
:
:

000101010 000010100 101010100 --------- the key
1
2
3
------------index
000101010
1 2 3
2 3 1

Rooster equation is one of CSO equations. The
reason for choosing this equation because the
roosters have better fitness values rather than
hens or chicks. There is a need to make a
modification on rooster equation because the
rooster equation uses a random function and
this function is not useful in generating the
same value between the sender and the receiver.
After the modifying, the equation becomes as
below:
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥 ∗ (1 + 𝑏𝑗)

(1)

𝑏𝑗 = 𝑒 ((𝐹𝐾1 − 𝐹𝑖1)/𝐹𝑖1)

(2)

000010100
2

3 1

101010100
2

3 1

------- the key
------------rule

Apply Scattering
101010000
2 3 1

000010100
2 3 1

101010100
2 3 1

------- the key
----------rule

Algorithm (1): The proposed key generation
Input: web URL (U)
Output: random key (k)
Process:
Step 1: Upload the HTML code.
Step 2: Extract the source code of the HTML
page.
Step3: normalize HTML code into lower case,
i=0.
Step4: while I < 8 do
4.1 Search for attributes or tags using table
1 (S).
4.2 If found attribute or tags then
4.2.1 i = i + 1
4.2.2 Store attributes or tags in array (A).
Step5: for j = 0 to 7 do
5.1: let fi be the length of A[i]
5.2: let FK = j
5.3: Apply the equation for Rooster equation(1)
and equation (2).
5.4: Round the results (X).
5.5: convert x to binary code (B).
5.6: Apply XOR operation between the binary
code (B) and with values that found in table1(S).
End for
Step 6: convert B to stream of 64 bit to get KK.

 bj the random replaced by a value bj. Which
is calculated from the equation (2)
 i represents a rooster’s index and it represent
the index for the tags or attributes.
 F represents the length of the tag or
attributes.
 X has the value 8
The output from this equation will be converted
to binary using its ASCII (after using round
function). And in order to increase the
complexity, the output is processed by XOR
with the value for tags or attributes. These steps
will be repeated eight times, each step produce
8 bits and as a result the 64 bits generated that
represent the random key.
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bj= exp((1-14)/14) = 2.71
X1=8 * (3.71) = 58.66
Round the number to 59
Convert the result to binary number
59=00111011

6.1: Take the first nine bits and each three bits
from it their locations are switched by rule (A). It
is one of the crossover ways.
6.2: Take the following nine bits and apply the
same rule (A) to them and so on.
Step7: apply Scattering bits for 64 bit to get K.
Step8: return (K).
End.

font X1=8 *(1 + bj)
bj= exp((4-27)/27) = 2.71
X1=8 * (3.71) = 58.66
Round the number to 59
Convert the result to binary number
59=00111011

The following steps represent processing that
the proposed approach.
After uploading the HTML page and matching
between it is with the secret table (grammatical
rules) in order to get the tags or attributes, it
was obtained:

width X1=8 *(1 + bj)
bj= exp((5-1)/1) = 10.87
X1=8 * (11.87) = 94.98
Round the number to 95
Convert the result to binary number
95=01011111

1img = 3
2body = 4
3background = 10
4a = 1
5font = 4
6width = 5
7link = 4
8shap = 4

link X1=8 *(1 + bj)
bj= exp((4-2)/2) = 2.71
X1=8 * (3.71) = 58.66
Round the number to 59
Convert the result to binary number
59=00111011

The length was calculated for each the tags and
attributes. Then, apply the modified rooster
equation (1 and 2).

shap X1=8 *(1 + bj)
bj= exp((1-5)/5) = 2.71
X1=8 * (3.71) = 58.66
Round the number to 59
Convert the result to binary number
59=00111011

Img X1=8 *(1 + bj)
bj= exp ((3-17)/17) = 2.71
X1=8 * (3.71) = 58.66
Round the number to 59
Convert the result to binary number
59=00111011

After this process we apply the XOR between
the results from the rooster equation with the
value for each tags and attributes that used in
the example (after convert to binary).

Body X1=8 *(1 + bj)
bj= exp((4-6)/6) = 2.71
X1=8 * (3.71) = 58.66
Round the number to 59
Convert the result to binary number
59=00111011

img
= 173
body
= 111
background = 168
a
= 128
font
= 200
width
= 133
link
= 220
shap
= 216

background X1=8 *(1 + bj)
bj= exp((10-15)/15) = 2.71
X1=8 * (3.71) = 58.66
Round the number to 59
Convert the result to binary number
59=00111011

= 10101101
= 01100100
= 10101000
= 10000000
= 11001000
= 10000101
= 11011100
= 11011000

Now, apply the XOR
1 = 00111011 XOR 10101101 = 01011111
2 = 00111011 XOR 01100100 = 01011111
3 = 00111011 XOR 10101000 = 10010011

a X1=8 *(1 + bj)
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4 = 00111011 XOR 10000000 = 10111011
5 = 00111011 XOR 11001000 = 11110011
6 = 01011111 XOR 10000101 = 11011010
7 = 00111011 XOR 11011100 = 11100111
8 = 00111011 XOR 11011000 = 11100011
Obtained the key 64 bits
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proposed method to determine how effective
the method it is.
1) Frequency test: Is the first necessary test, as
the rest of the tests depend on the success of
this test. The purpose of this test is to
determine the number of 0’s as 1’s in
sequence are the same as expected in random
sequence.
2) Poker test: In this test the m-bit groups are
considered. sequence of m-bit groups of
length n/m. the poker test defined the
sequences of length m each appear
approximately the same number of times in
s, as would be expected for a random
sequence.
3) Runs test: The aim of this test is to defined
the number either 0’s or 1’s of various
lengths string in the sequence S is as
predictable for a random sequence.
4) Serial test: The aim of this test determines
number of times of the 2mm-bit (00, 01, 10,
and 11) Nested patterns in sequence are the
same as expected in random sequence.
5) In each block the m is represent the length in
bits.

Key=
010111110101111110010011101110111111001111011010
1110011111100011
Key=01011111010111111001001110111011111100111101
10101110011111100011

After the obtained the key we apply the scattering
to the key
Key=
1111100101111101010111010101111111101110
110011110010101100011111

DISCUSSION AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
To verify the generated string. Random
statistical tests used for this purpose. We will
use the four basic statistical tests that benefit us
for this purpose. They are: [13,14] Frequency
test, Poker test, Serial test, Runs test. Statistical
tests will be applied to the keys generated in the

Table 2. Experimental Results for Key Generation.
key
Frequency test
Runs test
Poker test
Serial test

Key1
Pass=1.000
T0=pass=2.500
T1=pass=2.500
Pass=3.550
Pass=5.000

Key2
Pass=2.250
T0=pass=4.750
T1=pass=2.625
Pass=4.300
Pass=5.250

Key3
Pass=0.563
T0=pass=1.125
T1=pass=8.250
Pass=1.550
Pass=0.750

The tests were performed for five keys, to
determine the randomness ratio, which gave
good results, as shown in Table 2. The way is
good but not 100%. We also had other keys up
to 5 keys, 3 succeeded and 2 keys failed. Of the
total of 10 keys, 8 keys succeeded and two keys
failed 80%.
This test was in the first iteration and when we
changed the value of the one tag in the second
iteration for both keys who failed, it is
succeeded the two keys who failed first and
gave very good results 100%.

Key4
Pass=0.063
T0=pass=7.375
T1=pass=4.750
Pass=1.550
Pass=6.250

Key5
Pass value
Pass=0.063
must be <= 3.84
T0=pass=4.000
must be <=12.309
T1=pass=12.250
Pass=4.300
must be <=11.1
Pass=3.250
must be <=7.81

randomization (According to the four statistical
tests), it is useful in generating the key.
Depending on rooster's equation rather than
hen's or chick's equation of CSO is suitable for
key generation purpose because it has the best
fitness. In addition to the Scattering of the bits
that was born by the Parser. It is giving a good
random scale according to the statistics table.
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